The Health & Social Care Act 2012 (HSCA) has thrown England’s NHS into a destructive,
dangerous, disorganisation. It has ended the right to healthcare for all who need it (universal
right). Access to a full range of health services (comprehensive healthcare), free at the point of
use, has been shattered by legal changes in the HSCA, by private contracts, the vanguard
projects of Hunt and Stevens (‘Five Year Forward View’) and Osborne’s devolution pilots. We
must win back our NHS; stabilise and secure its future; and reorganise it back to health from
condition critical. Only a change in the law can save it!

to an NHS
brought back into public ownership
– we own the NHS & its assets

to an NHS
that provides the comprehensive
care we've come to expect, through
high quality staff cooperating to
deliver frontline care to patients
to an NHS
with enough doctors & nurses to
keep our hospitals open and safe

to an NHS
that's legally protected from dodgy
trade deals like TTIP

to an NHS

that's for everyone,
without discrimination –
its founding vision

to an NHS
with private companies cherry picking
the easy operations, quick procedures
and easy cash

to an NHS

split into competing trusts, forced to
waste time and money fighting off bids
from private firms like Virgin, with
commissioners denying patients vital
procedures such as hip or cataract ops,
vasectomies, hearing aids and more

to an NHS
with longer waiting lists and more bed
closures justified by lies about 'care in
the community'

to an NHS
of dangerously underfunded emergency
& maternity services, with private
corporations taking lucrative specialties
and expanding insurance-based care

to an NHS
of semi-privately run foundation trusts
(FTs), exploitative PFI deals undermining
NHS hospitals

Find out more about the Campaign for NHS Reinstatement Bill: www.nhsbill2015.org
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